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FOREWORD

In response to a equest from the United States Army Infantry School
(USAIS), HumRRO Divisi,a No. 4 (Infantry) initiated a Technical Advisory
Service research project to identify and record the critical combat perform-
ances, knowledges, and skills required of the Infantry Rifle Squad Leader
(IRSL) and the Infantry Fire Team Leader (IFTL).

The requirements imposed upon the IRSL and IFTL are essentially the
same, except that the former is responsible for the control of the men
and fires of both fire teams in a rifle squad, rather than only one. The
senior IFTL within each squad must be prepared to assume effective leader-
ship of the squad immediately if the IRSL becomes a casualty, completes a
prescribed combat tour, or is absent for any reason. Since it is common
practice to provide the same training for candidates for both positions
of leadership and to employ the outstanding candidates in the higher posi-
tion, each paper in this series will set forth the critical requirements
imposed upon the IRSL and, therein, those imposed upon the IFTL as well.

Under Work Unit LEAD, Work Sub-Unit I, the critical combat performances,
knowledges, and skills of the Infantry Rifle Platoon Leader were published
in a series of 41 papern covering a like w' . of subject areas. Each
paper was published with prior review ar" concurrence by the USAIS Instruc-
tional Departments concerned. These papers are being used as the primary
source of data in completing a par&ilel series of papers for the Infantry
Rifle Squad Leader and the Infantry Fire Team Leader. This document details
the requirements of the bayonet knife and hand-to-hand combat.

This Technical Advisory Service research is being performed at HumRRO
Division No. 4 (Infantry), Fort Bet-ing, Georgia. The present Director of
Research is Dr. T. 0. Jacobs.

Military support for the study is being provided by the U.S. Army Infantry
Human Research Unit, Fort Benning, Georgia. LTC Chester I. Christie, Jr. is
the present Unit Chief.

HumRRO research is conducted under Army Contract DA 44-188-ARO-2 and
under Army Project 2JO2470IA712 01, Training, Motivation and Leadership
Research.

Meredith P. Crawford
Director

Human Resources Research Office
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BAYONET KNIFE AND HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT

General Considerations

Introduction

The bnyonet knife is designed for use when the primary weapon of the
ivrividuel soldier cannot be used for one or more reasons. As with other
emergency-type weapons, a tendency exists to neglect the bayonet's use,.
both in training and combat. When a situation requires the bayonet's use,
however, it is indispensable. It is a command responsibility of the IRSL
to ensure that his men are trained to employ the bayonet both individually
and in groups where teamwork is required, and that it is carried in combat
by all men who are so equipped, unless another knife-type weapon serving
the same purpose replaces it or competent orders direct otherwise.

The bayonet knife can be used in its prima%y role as a bayonet
attached to the rifle, or alternatively used detached as a knife or general
purpose utility too]. As a knife, its use is of primary importance where
a silent weapon is required in close proximity to the enemy, or when
contact is so close that firearms cennot be safely or effectively used,
as in a confined cave or tunnel or in derending against an opponent who
jumps in upon an individual resting in a foxhole.

Skill developed in the use of the bayonet knife builds the self-
confidence of ar individual who has been realistically trained in its use.
The soldier who is well-trained in bayonet combat and in hand-to-hand
fighting increases in aggressive spirit and the essential will to fight.
Such training also constitutes an excellent physical conditioner closely
paralleling the physical requirements of combat.

Current unconventional combat with its increased emphasis upon long-
range patrolling, clearing operations in built-up or heavily vegetated
areas, and the greatly Increased close range, limited visibility combat
encountered emphasizes thte combat potential of the bayonet knife, not only
as a bayonet but as a knife in hand-to-hand combat. There will be times
when close terrain and confined spaces make the knife the only usable
weapon. Beyond that, emergencies arise in hand-to-hand combat where the
individual soldier must depend upon his own natural resources, at times
aided only by improvised weapons.

The bayonet knife is a handy tool in probing for hidden mines, caches
of munitions or supplies, and even for personnel hidden in spider holes.
In the clearing of caves, bunkers, or tunnels where even the firing of
the pistol is precluded, the bayonet knife is an essential weapon. It is
also handy in opening food containers and as a utensil both when heating
foods and when eating.



At times, in certain types of combat, a commander may consider it
advisable not to carry the bayonet, either because of its weight or, more
likely, the added encumbrance of another piece of equipment for the soldier
to add to the numerous items of his load. Substitution of another weapon/tool
such as a bolo or machete may also be considered as advisable in jungle or
thickly overgrown terrain when directed by competent authority.

The use of the bayonet in its primary role on the rifle also creates
fear in the opponent, particularly in an adversary who has an overly devel-
oped distaste for close combat. The infantry soldier must be hardened to
realize that in combat one either kills or is killed and thorough bayonet
training constitutes an aid to his survival provided such training is
realistic and varied and not limited to enthusiastic grunting while engaged
in thrusting at a passive bayonet dummy.

- The performances, knowledges, skills, habits, and attitudes covered
in this paper are those the IRSL must possess to train and lead a rifle
squad ip combat., Where the knowledge or skill in question is one which
must also be posessed by other members of the rifle squad, it is assumed
that the IRSL is also trained and motivated to ensure that his men are
trained to an acceptable standard of proficiency.*

:In combat the bayonet will most often be employod upon the individual
initiative of the user without command guidance once the bayonet has been
fixed. Precombat training in the combat employment of the weapon, is there-
fore, of more than usual portance to the IRSL,

The material in this paper relates to all the 'apers on tactical opera-
tions, especially those dealing with physical conditioning, patrolling, and
offensive combat. Other directly related information will be found in the
papers on Refensive Oerations; Mounted and Dismounted Platoon Combat Formations;
Sqad Formations, Bttle Drill, and Elementary Fire and .Maneuver; and Technique
of Fire of the Rifle Sqd.

Materiel

Rifle, 416 or 1414.

Other TOE weapons and equipment, especially for close contact, such as
caliber .45 pistol.

Flashlights and other similar illumination equipment for use in confined
areas such as caves, bunkers, or tunnels.

Hand-to-hand improvised equipment such as ropes and other expedient
silencing equipment.

Special clothing and shoes for silent close-up movement.

For additional details see FM 21-150 Combatives.
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Battlefield Cue;

Anticipated close contact with the enemy as prior to the assault of
a hostile position or in the final defense of a penetrated friendly Q

position.

Patrol operations where use of the fixed bayonet may be required

as a silent weapon.

Anticipated hand-to-hand operations requiring silent use of a
knife weapon.

Tndividual onerations in confined spaces where firearms cannot be
used with safety, as in small caves or tunnels.

Situations where the 'Interming.ling of friendly and enemy troops
precludp the use of firearm. or grenades.

-Ittations which may involve use of a knife and/or hand-to-hand
techniques due to the lack of any other weapon.

Situations requiring use of the knife as a prohe for mines or
hnol-'trz-ns in the absence of a more effective detector.

Situations requiring use of the knife as a digging tool in the
cautious uncoverinj of a detected mine or boobytrap,

SiLtations in which individuals are detailed to guard or otherwise
control orisoners of war.

Situations renuiring use of the knife as an improvised tool or
utensil in the absence of a more effective specifically designed tool
or ute.nsil.

Tndications of the need for maintenance, cleaning or sharpening!
of the bayonet knife.

3



Performances. Knowledges *and Skills

1. THE IRSL WILL ENSURE THAT ALL MEMBERS OF THE SQUAD ARE FAMILIAR
WITH THE CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF THE BAYONET KNIFE THEY
ARE ISSUED AND CARRY AND MAINTAIN IT PROPERLY.

He must : know that the bayonet knife is dual-purposed for
use either as a bayonet or as a knife and that:

a. The Bayonet Knife M7 i,,.sued for use with the
M6Al rifle and its bayonet scabbard, the M8AI,
together weigh about 1 lb.

b. The Bayonet Knife M6 issued for use with the
7.62-mm rifle M16 and its M8AI bayonet scabbard
together weigh about 1 lb.

: ensure that all members of the squad maintain th. 2
bayonet knife properly, to include:

a. The blade is kept sharp and free of nicks or dents
by periodic grinding, filing, or stoning.

b. That te metal parts are kept clean, free of rust,
and lightly oiled.

c. The compress locking click operates freely in
fixing and unfixing the bayonet knife.

d. That the scabbard is clean and sightly und, where
necessary, repainted with lusterless olive drab
paint.

: ensure that all members of the squad are indoctrinated 3
against misuses of the bayonet which result in breakage
or undue wear.

2. THE IRSL WILL ENSURE THAT ALL MEMBERS OF THE SQUAD ARE QUALIFIED
TO USE THE BAYONET AS A WEAPON IN HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT.

He will : ensure that his men are practiced in the techniques 4
of hand-to-hand combat with the bayonet ia combination
with the use of other means of hand-to-hand combat
including the various counters, kicks, blows, and other
movements used.
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

: ensure that bayonet training is conducted undcr 5
realistic conditions deo3.1.ined to physically conlit ion
and harden tO:x participants for the end purpose of
infantry trainine, close combat.

ensuFe that his hen kno, that use of the bayonet 6
may be vftal under co.'b.it conditions where:

a. Silence jnd ecrecy are re.zired, as in a night
atteck or on a patrol.

b. Contact is so close, tith fr,:ondlv and enmr', tr,,ows
so Inteminpled, that th usc oE rifle fire or
prenades Is it.:practicnile.

c. Contact Is so close that time is nor availahle to
reload an ernty weapon to roet q fast closing enoml.

: :,surn that :i:! r a-mrrsive.1v nnlo-." these Pr inciples 7

of '-vonet figbt.inq:

a. Take raoid, relentless advantage of any opening
preamited hy an opnonent.

b. Create an opening if none is presentel, by feint lin
-r nazrving an.oppor.nt's wa-apon and Liver JrIvr.
tO- blade or weaoor. butt' into the o.omrient with
1! lin force.

c. Ptilize these vulnc.at,10 unrget areas f an opponent's
lw:tr'. the throat, cn,:, chest, abdomen. and groin.

d. 11tilize, at t rIes, an Ir ttila threat , a.iinst the
throat, r ,ropred, niF thl rp.,onent in'itin'tively
protects 'al.nse1f, ta i wv. home a thrust to a
vulneraIe area left e,.'msed.

e. tUtilizc , relentles; follo,.-up attack shoult: the
initial chrust, parry, or butt stroke fall to make
con ta. t.

c n.ure 'hat As mer ire ,,r:a t' ed in te basl( attack
)ositions under realist.c C aL.at conditl.m to Irclude
the g.uard. short guard, ad biai port. (rhe rest positions
rat ca.qe and rest] and t, ,igh port and crossover position
-,re utilized in trainxn-,. the ,',irl position can he utilized
both In training and in conbat ,,hen attac~ed from the rear.)

5-
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t~REPRODUCIBLE

e, All details of skill prec!sely, while progressively
developing opeed and dexterity.

ensure that his men are indoctrinated in the use, 14
during close combat, In addition to the bayonaet knife,
of every available weapon, natural or improvised;

* drilling them in the skilled use of these means to the
extent circumnstonces permitn

a. Natural weapons including the knife edge of one's
hand, the fist, the extended fingers in gouging
action agaiiist the eyes or face, the boot kick,
normally deliveted with tie boot toe, and one's
knees, elbows, boulderp, head, or teeth.

b; Tmprovised weapons including: sand or dirt thrown
into r.he onponent's eyes or face,-an entrenching
tool. steel hel-et, machete. or even a stone,
stouL stick. or other cbhect at hand.

drill his men to Vxploit rapidly an opponent's 15
exposure of a critical target in one of these three

vulnerable body regions:

a. Head end neck: the eyes, neck, and nose.

, . Trunk: st',.m-ch. the groin spine, and Mdneys.

c Limbs: tne knee, instep, and arm joints.

drill hi men in maintaining balance, and prorecting 16

the most vulnerible portions of the body thtough
,,t:lization of rhec, basle positions and movements:

9. Right and left guard positions along the lines of
a boxer's stance with the fingers extended and 3
joined.

b. Rear guard position, quickly reversing the guard
position.

c. Forward or backward glide.

d. Ground fighting position when unable to recover
to feet before attacked. A

HE2 must ; dr i1 his men in these methods oll hand-to-hand 17 A
actack i, close PC-nhatf



NOT REPRODUCIBLE

e. All details of skill precisely, while progressively
developing opeed and dexterity.

ensure that his men are Indoctrinated in the use, 14
during close combat, In addition to the bayonet knife,
of every available weapon, natural or imprcvised;

* drilling them in the skilled use of these means to the
extent ctrcumstAnces permiti

a. Natural weapons including the knife edge of one's
hand. the fist, the extended fingers in gouging
action agai'st the eves or face, the boot kick,
normally deliveyed with the boot toe, and one's
knees, elbows, abouldere, head, or teeth.

b; rmprovised weapons inu lding: sand or dirt thrown
into rhe opponent's eyes or fece,.an entrenching
tool. stee! helat, machete. or even a stone,
3touL stick. or other ohbect at hand.

dritl his men to jexploit rapidly an opponent's 15
exposure of a critical target in one of these three
vulnerable body regionF:

a. Head and neck: the eyes. neck, and nose.

1-. Trunk: stC'mich. the groln sptne, a rd kidneys.

C Limbs: tne 'anee,. instep, and arm joints.

drill hl3 men in maintalning balance, and protecting 16
the most vulnerable portions of the body through
,stalization of theQc- hasic positions and movements:

a. Right and left guard positions along the lines of
a boxer's stance with the fingers extended and
joined.3

b. Rear guard position, quickly reversing the guard
position.

c. Forward or backward glide.

d. Ground fighting position when unable to recover
to feet before attacked.

H must ; drill his men in these methods o" hand-to-hand 17
a.tack in cloFe cmatt
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a. The kick as the basis of hand-to-hand attack and
maintenance of good kicking distance in every
encounter is essential to avoid permitting the
opponent to close or grapple.

(1) Side kick from either guard position at the
opponent's groin (a speed of return equal to
the speed of kick is important to avoid

opponent catching the foot).

(2) Pivot kick from either guard position with
either groin or kidneys as the target (more
powerful than the side kick and can be launched
from a greater distance).

b. Heel stomp, best used against a prone opponent;
drive heel down forcefully as if to drive the back
edge of the boot heel into the ground, recover
quickly.

c. Rear strangle takedown, attacking from the opponent's
rear. (For details see 7M 21-150 Cobatives.)

d. Use of a length of wire or stout cord employing
either the one-hand or two-hand loops to strangle
a surprised opponent, particularly when silen't
operations are required.

He will : drill his men in countering hostile close combat 18
attacks before or immediately after a hold is
cecured, using bites, kick#, or blows at vulnerable
points to help break the hold, together with one or
more of these counters:

a. A check blow with hand or elbow to a vulnerable

target.

b. A finger jab to the eyes or throat.

c. The arms pin counter followed by a blow to
opponent's groin or stomach.

d. The front body hold counter used only when opponen.
is too close for use of kipk or finger jab.

e. The side or pivot kick counter using lower arm,
fist, or nearest foot.

For details see FM 21-150 Combatives.
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f. Defense against bayonet attack-used only when no
other defense is possible:

(1) Use a high or low parry with follow-up as
counter to high or low thrust.

(2) Use bayonet disarming techniques for counters
to a long or short thrqst.

He must . drill his men in unarmed attack to include 19 I
use of:

a, Hip, reverse hip, overshoulder, and overhead
throws.

b. Cross-hock, rear, and front-leg takedowns.(For details see M 21-150 Comba tlveso) -

i drill his men in countering a hostile hand-to-hand 20
attacker with a knifa, employing:

a. U~e of knife disarming counters to a downward,
upward, or side-stroke of a knife, (For details
site FM 21-150 Combattves.) I

b. Any available object as an aid, such as a stout
stick or shovel, in attempting to knock the knife
from the opponent's hand, or to strike him in a
vulnerable spot.

c. Diverting meaqs such as throwing sand or dirt into
the attacker's eyes in combination with evasive
action, with a quick attempt to setme the initiative
while the attacer is at a disadvuntage.

4. THE IRSL WILL, DURING COMBAT, EXERCISE COMMAND CONTROL AND SUPERVISION
OVER THE SQUAD'S EMPLOYMENT OF THE BAYONET KNIFE AND OTHER TYPES OF
HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT TO THE EXTENT THE SITUATION PERMITS.

He will t ensure that all bayonet-equipped men enter combat 21
with their bayonet knife, aided in its use by timely
directions combined ith well understood SOP's involving:

a. The fixing of the bayonet knife on cov-sand or signal,
or upon the individual initiative of the soldier when
close combat is anticipated, in either an offensive or
defensive situation.

b, The fixing of the bayonet knife on order or individual -
initiative action promising to require its use impends,
such as when:

9



(1) The squad is about to launch an assault upon
a hostile position.

(2) A hostile attack appears likely to close with
the squad's defen;e especially if visibility
is limited.

(3) A patrol is to move through terrain favoring
its close range surprise under conditions of
limited visibility.

(4) Members of the squad are to control or escort
groups of prisoners of war.

He must : ensure that members of his squad about to engage 22
in close combat operations necessitating secrecy and
the use of silent weapons, or under conditions pre-
cluding the use of firearms, are ;'roperly equipped
with silent weapons and specifically cautioned as to
the necessity for silence when:

a. The weapons available and considered for use
include the bayonet knife or a similar weapon,
suitable wire or cord for use in strangling,
and/or blackjack or similar club.

b. Operating close to a hostile position to gain
information, take prisoners, or silence a
sentinel or other hostile sefurity personnel.

c. On long-range reconnaissance patrols where the
use of firearms would be inadvisable except as
a. last resort.

d. On missions where prisoners may have to be taken,
searched, and gagged.

e. Operating in extremely'confined areas such as
caves or tunnels where the use of firearms might
cause cave-in or stun the user.

He will : ensure that all members of the squad are proficient 23
in the approved procedures for the searching of prisoners
to include:

a. Wherever possible moving rrisoner(s) to. an area
where friendly assistance is available.

b. Where an unassisted search of a prisoner is
necessary:

10
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(1) As a preliminary, the prisoner is convinced by
words or actions that he will be killed if he
resists.

(2) The prisoner is not allowed to talk, look back,
move his arms, or take any distracting action.

(3) The prisoner is first placed at a disadvantage

in an qnbalanced position either prone, kneeling,
or required to lean against a wall or support
with feet crossed and as far as possible to the "I

rear.

(4) The prisoner is not permitted within arms length
until in an unbalanced position.

(5) If armed with a knife or pistol it is kept ready
to use on side away from prisoner.

(6) Vigilance is maintained even after search is
completed.

He must : ensure that all members of the squad are proficient 24
in the proper techniques of searching a prisoner to
include:

a. The initial "patting" or "feel" method, paying

attention to armpits, arms, back, groin area, legs,
clothing folds around waist, chest and boot tops.
(Especial care is required if a hand is placed in
the prisoner's pockets or clothing folds.)

b. When armed with a rifle, the search can profitably
be proceeded by having the prisoner lie down on
stomach, arms and legs extended, and close together;
the rifle muzzle is kept at the small of prisoner's
back ready to fire; after the first search is
completed, the prisoner is required to turn on his
back and searched from the front with the rifle
against his stomach.

c, When armed with knife or pistol, to search a prisoner
leaning off-balance against a support with searcher's
left foot in front of prisoner's feet and knife or
pistol ready at searcher's right hip, search his left
side, remaining ready tp kick his feet out from under
him if he moves; to search his right side, reverse
the procedure.
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d. Another method of search wi .n armed with knife or
pistol is to pace the prisoner off-balance by having
him spread his legs far apart, locking his fingers

.)toqether on top of his head, remaining clear of him,
weapon ready in right hand and close against searcher's

C body, seatcn him thoroughly.
0:
0-
UJ e, W hen searching more than one prisoner, place all of

them at a maximum disadvantage by one of the precedtng
o methods and then earch each in turn, meanwhile keeping
=" searcher's weapon ready and watching all of them care-

fully throuho,,t.

le will : practice all men in the techniques of securing 5
and gaggitp prisoners to incl.de the use of expedient
equvpment such as shoeis-es, belts, neckties, handker-
chieis or twisted strips oi cloth, coutlcd with pieces
of rope or wire which hntila be carried If the taking
of prisoners is antlcLoated.
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